YES, the term “millennial” as defined in the video describes me and my generation.

Here are a.) five reasons I agree; b.) five things in the video that really resonated with me; or c.) a combination of the two (five total). Draw on personal experience, but try not to refer to yourself.

How does it make you feel when your generation is discussed in this manner?

Are you independent? Dependent? Explain.

Do you possess the skills to succeed in the world?

What do you think the future holds for your generation?
the term “millennial” as defined in the video **does not** describe me or my generation.

Here are a.) five reasons I disagree; b.) five things in the video that seemed ridiculous; or c.) a combination of the two (five total). Draw on personal experience, but try not to refer to yourself.

How does it make you feel when your generation is discussed in this manner?

Are you independent? Dependent? Explain.

Do you possess the skills to succeed in the world?

What do you think the future holds for your generation?